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An introduction to the Spiritual Autobiography of Azar Baksh

This spiritual autobiography will be radically different from any other one.

It’s not that they will be omitted, certainly not, but, indeed, it won’t be in the first 
place the events in my life or especially my, in itself rather interesting, spiritual experiences 
that will be the continuous thread throughout the book. This role is for Woman, or: my 
Relation to and with Woman and Her Relation to and with me. Let’s put it more radical: the 
experiences with Woman – with women of flesh and blood – all kinds of experiences from 
falling in love to the deepest pain of eternal separation, are my spiritual experiences and 
realizations. If the Love for the Opposite Sex is strong enough, obvious enough, unlimited, 
outshining anything else, then the Process with the Opposite Sex is one’s spiritual Process, 
one’s True development as a human being into (Understanding) Life.

I don’t like the distinction between on the one hand ‘private life’ and, on the other 
hand, spiritual life, one’s realization, one’s Impersonal Being. This simply cannot be True. 
The person who realizes ‘the Other Side’, something Bigger than him or herself, and then, 
next to that, has his or her own personal, private life must be schizophrenic, (still) Split into 
Two, as is people’s common state anyway, torn as they are between heaven and earth, 
between consciousness and unconsciousness. The distinction means that the, inherently 
deluded and deluding, person with (or, rather, as) its hidden ego still, secretly, rules, that it 
has not really been Sacrificed into – nor has Bowed for – the Deeper Forces that constitute it 
in the end. Wasn’t the whole thing around realization, awakening, in the end about realizing 
that ‘the personal’ and ‘the Impersonal’ Are One, that Heaven and Earth Are One, that there 
exists no ‘self’ at all, that even the supposed ‘self’ is just part of the (in this case: Deluding) 
Forces?

Entering the Earthly Domain as (potential) Man through my birth, entering the thick 
Layer of Woman’s Field of Unconsciousness on Earth, the distance to Woman’s world may 
be felt or otherwise noticed in the beginning of the book – this separation, by the way, being 
not only a sign of not yet being Manifested in Woman’s world of Form but also a reflection of 
Woman’s (feeling of) being separate from Man, from His Heart as a matter of fact. Anyhow, 
it can be felt as well that on Heart-‘Level’ this separation was not there in ‘me’ – and this 
made all the difference. Later, in the course of my thirties, Entering Her world, I came closer 
and closer to Woman. The discovery of Man in ‘myself’ when I was 32 years old, next to and 
as part of the Unstoppable Impulse to Give Woman ‘my’ Heart (the Impulse of which turned 
out to Be the same as ‘Man’) with the whole struggle(s) going inherently along with this, 
made it possible to, finally, gain Understanding of Woman ‘and’ Her Duality, Her seemingly 
fundamental Separation from Man. I was not (fully) aware of the fact that this Understanding 
was extremely exceptional here on earth.

Doesn’t it say everything that in – often impressive – spiritual autobiographies (of 
mainly men, so far) women hardly play a role, if any, so little that one almost wonders if 
Woman does not exist in spiritual life, at least not as someone or as a Force with Her Own 
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specific role to play in the Spiritual Process and almost not at all?1 Doesn’t it, this simple fact, 
make clear how separate Man and Woman are? And, furthermore: can it be True that a man 
understands (and even teaches according to) his spiritual experiences and realizations and at 
the same time doesn’t understand a iota of Woman and Her lacerating Duality? Is this funny? 
Or sad? A misunderstanding? Or what?

The role of the Process of Man and Woman, which inherently includes the 
acknowledgment of and working with their difference, is not only highly underestimated, it is 
almost completely denied – except, ‘officially’, and to some extent and depth, by several 
Tantric paths. Or, nowadays it is even getting ‘worse’. Being silent about it, bears at least an 
honest reflection of people’s ignorance regarding ‘man and woman’ and their dual love-
struggle. Nowadays, however, and, I cannot deny it, especially since ‘my’ breakthrough2 here 
on earth in the ‘Subject’ beyond subjects – Man and Woman – teachers, increasingly, are and 
will be busy with it and even teach it without truly understanding anything of it or hardly 
anything. The supposed involvement or teaching will be mainly or entirely ego-based and 
copy-pasted. I’ve met teachers who teach ‘man and woman’ or claim to ‘heal’ your 
relationship who never had a real relationship of any significant depth or, in an extreme case, 
not even one relationship at all, or, sometimes, who cannot really be in relationship, having to 
break up again and again because of threat of too much intimacy, or who are anyway lost in 
their relationship, very or totally confused about the relationship between man and woman 
and ‘relationship’ in general, who have no actually lived idea whatsoever about What Man 
and Woman Are and What They Do – if only or especially for the fact that Man is absent. On 
the grounds of their position and status as a teacher and by the use of mere words, by 
pretending, by their un-humbleness and hidden arrogance behind their supposedly good and 
paid (and sometimes sexually motivated) intentions, they spread fog instead of bringing 
Clarity.

As soon as it was and is about Man and Woman, about relationships between the 
Opposite Sexes, teachers and masters (have to) leave their, supposed or sometimes real, 
realization and start to, as a person with (ego-based) ideas, psychologize on the subject – and 
psychologizing means: not Understanding, not Seeing the Truth directly but talking about it in 
a roundabout way. Even a great realizer like Adi Da did this, if, exceptionally, he ‘had to’ 
touch the ‘subject’ at all when responding to a question. And this is simply so because, 
indeed, nobody Understands. Nobody Understands Duality, the Fundamental Split of Life into 
Two, into Man and Woman, Male and Female. And this is, in its turn, simply so because 
nobody Actually Went into It, into the whole bloody Struggle of Man and Woman. Or, ‘at 
best’, and to whatever extent, the teacher lives it rather unconsciously in a private setting, 

1 This doesn’t contradict the fact that nowadays women have sort of taken over the spiritual circles. 
Their Female Force rules almost wholly in spiritual men as well nowadays. Well, I must add here 
that in the past the lack of Man in spirituality was more hidden.

2 Talking about ‘my’ breakthrough doesn’t mean that any possible credit goes to ‘me’, if only for the 
fact that here is no ‘me’ to give that credit to. No, if the Deeper Forces Decide so, an Ordeal is 
created for a humble ‘body’ in order to gain some Clarity, to manifest a deepening of 
Consciousness into the Body and in general into the Earthly Realm.
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whatever that may be if the Realization of No-self – of no existence of a private domain – is 
True. It is, at best, lived as a slave of the Forces instead of Seeing-Feeling and acknowledging 
and surrendering (in)to the Forces. Realizing a state beyond our daily consciousness doesn’t, 
in itself, make a teacher or anyone qualified in any sense to say something sensible about Man 
and Woman. Realizing or being in – and holding on to – a state is, it can be said, almost the 
opposite of Allowing the Dual Process of Man and Woman to Do Its Divine Work through 
the Bodies of man and woman.3

People’s, humanity’s, failure in this respect of understanding Man and Woman has 
surely got to do with the fact that (almost) everyone, every path therefore, is looking for the 
One. Acknowledging the (crucial) importance of Man and Woman, the Two, seems to disturb 
and obstruct this purpose instead of supporting or even kindling it. People are so very much 
Deluded by their egoic longing and striving for the One. Everything – really everything – can 
be misused by Ego, including ‘the One’.

Without Duality, however, there can be no understanding of Life; without Duality life 
itself wouldn’t even be there. Why discard Life itself in search of the One? I have Found, by 
Surrendering to Life (and by thoroughly and Inwardly comparing with ‘and’ Seeing-Feeling-
Becoming masters who supposedly Realized the One), that only by going through Life Itself – 
with all its inherent Pain regarding (lost) Love, regarding (the unavoidable struggle with) 
Duality – can the One be, Truly, Found and Lived. By Seeing, Feeling, Acknowledging, 
Accepting and, even more demandingly, actually Living the very existence of Duality, of the 
Two, will the One be Obvious, Freedom Beyond the Two. Without Two no One.

People’s obsession with the One is a reflection of their own and everybody’s, 
continuously and egoically made, choice of one Side of the Coin of Life, the sunny side, the 
life side, the Light side, the feeling good side, the spiritual side and so on, in short: the 
painless side. Looking deeper into things this choice turns out to be the Male side of the Coin 
of Life, that is every thing that Woman – I mean the ‘Woman’ or the Female side in women 
and men – longs for, the Other Side, the Side that She seems to not have and need to get, the 
Side that She seems not to Be. Secretly however, and in practice usually – and also indicating 
people’s Dual confusion, their being Split into Two – the (automatic) ‘choice’ is the Female 
Side: Energy without Heart, which happens mainly due to the fact of and by ‘grace’ of 
Unconsciousness, of not being Conscious of how painful the merely energetic ‘side’ of life is; 
Unconsciousness is Pain. Yet, certainly (but not exclusively) in the spiritual scene, the Female 
Dark Side of Life has always been and still is ‘the wrong one’, it is judged, something to 
escape from, at best something to go through so as to ‘come back’ again to the ‘good’ Male 
Side. The Dark Painful Side of Life, after so many centuries of human struggle, is still a 
taboo. It doesn’t exist or, if it is acknowledged at all, it must be soothed and, rather, 
conquered by the Male Painless Side (in woman-forms and in man-forms).

‘Man and Woman’ is not just an item, one of the many, and surely not merely an item 
of the 2nd sexual, emotional, chakra, nor – what seems to be the other sensible option – of the 
4th chakra of love. It is Present in every chakra, in every life-sphere, on every level of Life, in 

3 See my hearticle ‘States – State-masters and Process-masters’. 

http://azarbaksh.com/Azar_Baksh_States.pdf
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every realm of Consciousness. Duality Is Life. How could Duality – of Man and Woman, 
Male and Female – then ever be restricted to one or two life-spheres? There exists no True 
Authentic Spiritual Process without Going through and, Consciously, increasingly, Becoming 
the Depth of the Process Which Man and Woman, the Male and Female Force, are – Simply 
Because of Nature Itself – Always Already Involved in and Which They even Are. Together, 
as One, without summing up the Two but as the Relation, Man and Woman Are Nature. Yet, 
the Depth of life Happens and is Welcomed by Allowing the Two to – in the Presence of the 
One (Heart) – ‘Take turns’, Show Their Specific Force, Nature. The Realization of Truth, that 
is: the Realization of Reality Itself, has no Value if Reality Itself – that is Man and Woman – 
is not Seen, Surrendered (in)to, not next to but as the Whole Realization.

Nearly all spiritual circles and paths deny and do not See that Real Growth as a 
Human Being can only happen by Consciously Allowing the alternation of the two sides of 
the Coin of Life – this is not a nice and is even an unmarketable message. This means that if 
one is fixated on the One – in the Main, Fundamental Duality of: the One and Duality, or: of 
Man and Woman – then one is in reality stuck, even if, possibly because of moving around in 
spiritual spheres, at the same time one may have all kinds of experiences, feelings or states 
that seem to indicate development, progress, deepening. Without Duality, without 
Consciousness Shining on (instead of ignoring) Duality, there can be no Deepening of life – 
without (Living) the One neither, by the way. It is simply impossible. Rejecting Duality 
means a denial of the crucial importance of the Dark Earthly Forces, of Form – or: of Woman, 
the Female Side of Life – in and for the Human Process of Becoming Conscious on Earth. 
Seeing and valuing the fundamental role of Duality will lead to a very different and in fact 
incomparably much deeper human development than in the case where one is merely trying to 
be or is actually becoming conscious in a way that is highly separate from the Body, from 
Form, from Duality therefore. This separation means being, unconsciously, confused, but in a 
fog one cannot See this. The fog is related to being, unconsciously, caught in one side of the 
Duality of Life and, egoically, mistaking it for the ‘side-less’ One Itself. Only the Whole – or: 
the Heart – Itself is not confused.

Woman’s crucial Role in a True Authentic Spiritual Process is totally not Seen, not 
Valued as it ‘should’ be. And it is She Herself Who does that (and ‘man’ on earth, egoically, 
unconsciously, believes Her, easily deluded as he is). She by Her Egoic Pain-avoiding nature 
Wants another, Male, Role for Herself than the one that, on the Grounds of Nature, has been 
Offered to Her by the One Existing as Two – by this successfully blocking True Spiritual 
Development which is not possible without Woman’s Corporeality. There is absolutely 
nothing wrong with Her, Indispensable, Role of Providing the Dark Unconscious Painful 
Bodily Side of the Coin, just as Man’s Role of Providing Consciousness is not the great 
heroic one. (Only) Together, Light and Dark, Man and Woman, the Fire of Development can 
be Kindled and Created. Clarity is present when the Extremes have been Met, when They 
have been Seen, Experienced.

The bulldozer that society is, ‘normal’ material society and spiritual society as well, 
has the inherent Tendency, however, to make us sexless. If everyone tries to be the same, the 
result is, as one can easily see nowadays, that Man and Woman get lost. Man remains (almost 
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totally) separate from Woman or, more and more, becomes effeminate, serving Her egoic 
desires instead of Serving the Divine Woman Herself. Woman, in Man’s supposed absence – 
and, it is true, one powerful side of Her wants this absence to be so and sustains it – tries to 
copy ‘Man’ or what She egoically wants to believe that Man is or would be, but which He Is 
not, and in fact She cannot Copy Him. Trying to Copy is not the same as Surrendering (in)to 
the Other Side, the Other Sex, but it is the opposite in fact, the opposite of Allowing Love to 
Do Its Egoless Work of Surrender.

For the greater part the spiritual scene is a big egoic playground where one tries to get 
something for him or herself instead of it being at most a temporary house – and a house is 
not a home either – in which, eventually if not from the beginning, a total sacrifice of oneself 
naturally takes place. With this book about my (Man’s) process with Woman I want to give 
an Impulse to bringing things ‘back’ – and, at the same time, forwards – to their natural 
proportion, to a Place where Ego doesn’t rule as is the case now. This is only possible in the 
circumstance of ‘my’ Total Conscious Surrender into Woman(’s world of Dark Forces, 
Unconsciousness) which is something radically different from becoming effeminate.

However deep it will reach, I am – we are – busy with actualizing a breakthrough on 
earth in respect to the Judgement, the Huge Resistance against Woman’s Dark Side of the 
Coin – by Consciously Heart-Feeling its existence and the painfulness of it. As long as this 
Judgement is so strongly present it’s almost impossible for the Light of Consciousness to 
Actually Shine on Earth in the Dark dense realms of Energy and, therefore, it’s impossible for 
Woman to ever Feel that Man is Together with Her Down Here, that She is Actually Part of 
His Heart, that Her Realization of Truth Alive on Earth Is nothing other than Being in Whole 
Relation with Man.

This ‘breakthrough’, or whatever form things want to take, is only possible by the 
crazy Ordeal of Allowing the Heart to Be Darkened, Consciously that is, not forgetting Itself 
therefore. This Endarkenment is something different from the in itself very good and 
necessary Process of Enlightenment. It goes much Deeper, is much heavier and much more 
painful, demanding much more humbleness. It is Truly Humanizing, the Humanizing of the 
Enlightened Heart.

I’m (a) Man – my First Drive is to Reveal the Truth. Indeed, to Reveal the Truth, even 
though the form I have chosen this time, my ‘personal’ experience with girls and women, 
seems at first glance not to have so much to do with that, surely not if it wasn’t Seen later on 
in the Process that the supposedly ‘personal’ is always already Part of a Deeper Impersonal 
Process. It’s true that I like to provoke as well – again this is part of Man’s Nature and part of 
the same Function of Revealing Truth – by calling this book a spiritual autobiography. Never 
has something like this been written in this way. Spirituality seems to be about other things, 
not about our daily meeting, struggle and longing and heading for Union with the Other Sex, 
which nevertheless Touches and, in fact, Is actually the Core of Life. In many spiritual paths 
and by many or most masters – of all people – this daily Natural Struggle is considered to be 
rather an obstruction to one’s Development than to be the Very Fire, the Very Food, the Very 
Content for it. How can something so utterly natural and fundamental as the Meeting of Man 
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and Woman be an obstruction for realizing our very Nature? Why should we conquer or deny 
nature in order to Realize and Live Nature? If we’re honest, isn’t that ridiculous?4

It’s true, there is a Deeper Nature than nature itself or what it seems to be. And yet, it 
is only in the – constant – Confrontation of these Two: our Deeper Nature and our earthly 
nature that Human Nature is Being Revealed: Being a Heart-Animal as one might call it, our 
very Body Being the Heart Itself and not being something to drag along, a slave of the 
purposes and commands of our supposedly enlightened mind. Merely wanting to be or 
actually being, living, our Deeper Nature – which is, generally speaking, the goal of 
spirituality – is not only boring, an endless waiting room, it is not True. For always and in 
every moment the other Side of the Coin is knocking on the door and brings stress, 
unconscious stress, an inner fight even though this happens largely (and purposefully) in the 
Dark (of the Body). We are not in this Body for nothing. Only by Wholly Seeing, Feeling the 
Dark, by Being Consciously Embedded in the Dark, is one Whole. Only by Being Completely 
on Earth with one’s Alive Heart, is one Whole. This has never yet happened in human history. 
Spirituality was never in love with the heavy Darkness of the Earth, but egoically in love with 
the Light, the easy side of Life, of the Duality that Life is.

Really, honestly entering the Process of Man and Woman, is something completely 
different. On your bleeding knees you’ll have to look your failure in the Eye sooner or later 
and, then, again and again, the failure of all your possible, spiritual or other kinds of 
aspirations. The Power of the Dark is huge, huge. Who dares to Touch it and to be Touched 
and Transcended by and Beyond it. Who has – really – so much Love to Stand in the Dark 
with Open Heart, trembling from Pain or feeling totally stuck with a stoned Heart with no 
hope of ever getting out. Who dares to constantly Feel the Fight of Forces in and even as his 
or her Body without choosing one of Them and trying to settle therein. This is something else 
than the usual soothing of spirituality. This is no glorious display of one’s spiritual knowledge 
or even true Seeing. This is no evocation or celebration of subtle though possibly strong 
feelings or spheres. This is Life on earth itself. You don’t want this. No one can want this. 
Only the Egoless Surrenders (in)to it and is it. Only the Pure Heart Itself can Allow this – not 
you, not me. For the True Heart, or the True One, has no preference. It does not, like people 
do – successfully Deluded by the Seducing Female Force as they, still, are – secretly or 
seemingly consciously choose one, the easy, male side of life. By that unconscious choice 
there’s no Man to be Found on earth, if only because every choice – even if this choice is 
Man, indeed – annihilates or veils Man(’s Presence). And thus the Female Dark Force Rules 
as always, easily convincing us that it would be otherwise, convincing us that ‘man’ always 
ruled on earth so far – where was He then, what do we call Man? – and made a mess of it and 

4 Well, after all, as is usually the case if it is about deepening processes, it is not bad at all to first 
enter into the Fight, the Struggle against nature, to then, later, exhausted from the Fight, Surrender 
to Reality as It Is. And now, after the Struggle, one is not the same any more as before. The 
wisdom that has been attained couldn’t have come without entering the Struggle and, Seeing the 
hopelessness of it, Seeing the lack of prospect for a good or even any True result, eventually, 
Surrendering to It, Resting in the Struggle.
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it’s Her turn to take over and improve everything, even though for ages and ages already 
She’s tired of Her secret Ruling and She’d Die to be able to Feel and Rest in Man’s Heart.

The Heart, the non-choosing but Conscious Feeling Heart Itself, is the Only Way Out 
(of the Dark) and the Only Way In(to the Dark).


